Abstract. We give a proof of the convergence of the solution of the parabolic approximation u " t + div f(x; t; u " ) = " u " towards the entropic solution of the scalar conservation law u t + div f(x; t; u) = 0 in several space dimensions.
Introduction
We give a proof of the strong convergence in L p loc ; p < 1 of the solution of the parabolic approximation:
u " t + div f(x; t; u " ) = " u " ; x 2 R N ; t > 0 (1) u " (x; 0) = u " 0 (x); x 2 R N (2) towards the entropic solution to the scalar conservation law u t + div f(x; t; u) = 0; x 2 R N ; t > 0 (6) The convergence of the approximate solutions (u " ) of (1)(2) towards the entropic solution u of the hyperbolic equation with initial condition (3)(4) has been studied in several way. In 1970, Kruzkov gave in 6] a proof of these convergence using the L 1 loc -compactness of the approximate solutions (see also 9]). Our proof follows ideas of Tartar ( 11] ) and DiPerna ( 2] g(x; t; (x; t; )) '(x; t) d dx dt: (8) We call \process function", the function .
Remarks:
? To each \process function" can be associated a Young measure family x;t which satis es (7) and such that Z 1 0 g(x; t; (x; t; )) d =< x;t ( ); g(x; t; ) > a.e. (x; t): (9) ? Conversely, to each Young measure family x;t , associated to a bounded sequence (u n ), we can associate a \process function" which veri es (9) .
? Let u be in L 1 (R N R + ), we suppose that \u n ! " and so that \u n ! x;t ", then u n in L p loc , (x; t; ) = u(x; t) a.e. (x; t; ) , x;t = u(x;t) a.e. (x; t) Tartar 11] shows, using compensated compactness, that in one space dimension, the Young measure x;t is supported in an interval on which f is a ne, if u " 0 converges weakly to u 0 in L 1 loc .
In the next section, we prove that if u " 0 converge strongly towards u 0 , then for all ux f satisfying (6), x;t is a Dirac measure at the point u(x; t) for a.e. (x; t) and by the way the familly u " strongly converges in L p loc for all p < 1 towards u, the unique entropic solution of the hyperbolic problem (3)(4). For that, we prove that a \process function" associated to the familly (u " ) is an \entropy process solution" of the hyperbolic problem (3)(4) ( We can check that the Young measure associated to an \entropy process solution" is a \measure valued solution" of the hyperbolic equation (3) (1)(2) converges towards the entropic solution of (3)(4) where K denotes the support of '. If (u " ) converges (as " ! 0) in the \nonlinear weak-? sense" towards , we then deduce, passing to the limit in Equation (13) 
Hence, u " converges in the \nonlinear weak-? sense" towards an \entropy process solution"
of the hyperbolic problem (3)(4). Remarks:
? For an initial condition u 0 2 BV (R N ), and u " 0 = u 0 a.e., Kuznetsov 7] get some estimate of the error u " ? u in the space L 1 (0; T; L 
